
Springfield’s Pedestrian 
Safety Initiative 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello everybody, thank you so much for having me! As mentioned before, I am originally from Germany, and I tend to talk funny and fast. So, buckle up!  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
First off, we are going take a trip around the world and play a little game. You are going to be presented with some images and one of them will be inherently different then the others. In this example: The chick at the beach does not quite fit in with the Christmas crowd. That’s basically me at hobby lobby last week. 



GERMANY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am biased, I’ll start with Germany.Here you see some of the many warning signs you may come across in Germany. They have a sign for everything …and they mean it! It’s like even the signs are yelling at you! The one that obviously stands out is blue, the signed is called Fussgaengeruebergangsverkehrszeichen. Yeah, that’s one word. Let’s move on. 



AUSTRALIA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’re Down Under exploring the bush. You are driving on the left hand side of the road and see three warning signs. One of them is quite different. Which one is it?  



ICELAND 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You are trying to escape hot lava randomly ozzing out of the landscape in Iceland. You are in your rental car and come across these warning signs. Which one of them is different? 



JAPAN 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright, let’s move to Japan. They just have the cutest signs. And just in case they are not clear enough, they write a description on them too! Once again, Who can spot a difference? Okay, it’s time to go back home. We’ve have learned there are a lot of different traffic signs out there and for some strange reason, pedestrian crossing and bike crossing signs tend to stand out. Let’s look for our crosswalk signs at home. 



USA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can you find the pedestrian crossing and bike crossing sign? There it is! Right between the “Truck Crossing” and the “deer crossing sign. Just under the “one Lane bridge” and above the “snowmobile crossing” sign. Riiight there. 



WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay, so let’s look at our signs. On the left: To most folks the sign says “watch for deer, or you wreck your car”. The sign on the right means “don’t hit people, or you’ll go to jail” There is nothing about that pedestrian sign that communicates the Yield condition. They say “careful, hazard coming up!”. The fact that you are supposed to actively YIELD to pedestrians in crosswalks, and not just mere swerve to avoid them, is lost. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that issue in mind, we set out to build a pedestrian safety campaign that helps drivers understand that these signs, combined with a crosswalk, give the pedestrians the right-of-way. From an educational standpoint, there is a HUGE benefit to opting for the fluorescent yellow-green color that the MUTCD offers . Instead of the common “warning yellow”. 



  

Springfield Driver Compliance Study: 

During a recent Public Works study, only  

1 in 4 drivers  
Yielded to a pedestrian in a crosswalk. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2016, we started to measure what is going on in crosswalks. We started to study how many Springfield drivers yield to a pedestrian. It’s called a “Crosswalk compliance study”, and there were a couple national reports that outlined the process for us.Basically, a staff member in plain clothing would time their approach to the crosswalk to arrive in the street when a car is about 200 feet away. This gives a driver plenty of reaction & breaking time to yield to the pedestrian – if they choose to do so. We cross back and forth for about 1 hour and do a minimum of 40 crossings. That gives us a pretty good indicator of compliance at each location. On average we found that only 25% of drivers yield to a person who has one foot in the crosswalk. It was quite obvious that most people had NO idea they were supposed to yield. They’d be driving by and waving at you. We knew we had our work cut out for us! 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When looking at all pedestrian crashes (regardless of crash severity), we generally find that there are about as many drivers failing to yield as there are pedestrians stepping out in traffic when they shouldn’t. This is important information! The public perception is largely based on the pedestrian fatality reports on the news, and so they typically think the problem only lies with the pedestrians jaywalking. But the truth is, people are getting hit in crosswalks just as much...



$5,000 Blueprint for Safer Roadways 
grant through the Missouri Highways and 
Transportation Commission  

In 2016, SPRINGFIELD   
received a MoDOT 
grant for pedestrian 
safety education.   
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Presentation Notes
(read)And this how SGF Yields was born. BTW, if you are wondering:  SGF is our airport code.



BASIC FOCUS: 

For Pedestrians: 
Use crosswalks and make smart choices. 
 

For Motorists:  
Look for and Yield to pedestrians at crosswalks. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When boiling it down, we had two important messages to communicate: (….) From the beginning it was clear, that if we wanted to reduce pedestrian crashes, we have to first focus on driver compliance. After all, we can’t seriously tell our pedestrians to go out of their way to use crosswalks, if no driver will stop for them there!  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
First off, we looked at other programs. Across the globe, there are many different approaches to raise awareness among drivers. Most use graphic images to get people’s attention. However, studies show that “scare tactics” are becoming less effective with younger generations and these types of graphics are not a popular look for city governments either.  So, instead we needed to come up with something that is fun and engaging, with messages that one can share online without being called a ‘Debbie Downer”. 



Mr. Walker Heart Signs: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you see the two anchors of our campaign: Statues of Mr. Walker have been placed around town. It is no coincident that he looks like the MUTCD pedestrian and sports the same color as the crosswalk signs. The heart-detail reminds us of people’s fragile humanity, and he elevates the importance of pedestrians in traffic. Mr. Walker is not only instagrammable, but he elegantly personifies our educational content. We have typically about 17 Walker installations around town in strategic locations. The heart signs across town intuitively send a message of caring, that pedestrians are loved and important. The signs are supplemental signs and do not replace the standard crosswalk assembly. The heart signs have one of two effects on people: They love them, or they hate them (what a waste of waste of tax payer money!). Either way, a strong emotional response is likely to lock this image’s message into a person’s brain. Chances are, when they see they standard diamond-shaped MUTCD crosswalk sign, on a subconscious level, they will remember the meaning of the heart sign. There are about 20 of them across town.�



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The heart and Mr. Walkers both heavily lean on positive mental association, which is a powerful tool. The primary message is that Springfield cares about their walkers. The secondary and more couverte mission is to get people to notice a crosswalk when they approach it. No joke. I had plenty of people tell they never noticed the crosswalk signs till Mr. Walker came around. So, the first step is to get people to understand when and where they should yield, the second step is to make “not yielding” socially unacceptable – or a “jerk move” if you will. And here is how we do that: 



BRANDING SAFETY Hey Springfield! 
Remember to  

watch for walkers. 

Make “Not yielding” = SOCIALLY UNACCEPTABLE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We convinced hip local places to put Mr. Walker stickers on their doors to help our community associate “yielding to pedestrians” with being cool and trendy. We make free stickers available at coffee shops, locally owned restaurants and the like.  It is most important that people tie “Mr. Walker” to “pedestrian safety and crosswalks”. And that people understand what the term “yielding” actually means. Hence, we have banners and magnets for our fleet vehicles that explain yielding as “Let Walkers go first”. 



PUBLIC EDUCATION 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned before, Mr. Walker is our spokes person. Nobody wants to hear a government official tell them what to do. However, if this funny yellow guy is talking about safety, folks may just humor him. So he is the main character in our using social media clips and our “Traffic Guide”. These pdf flyers cover multiple topics and are electronically shared with large local employers. Our webpage springfieldmo.gov/SGFyields features pedestrian and driver tips, school worksheets and all sorts of information. And as of last year, we also have an SGF Yields Facebook page. 



PSAs 
 

Introduction of Mr. Walker and problem 

RRFB Education 

3 Foot Rule Education 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We created and released three animated public service announcements. The first PSA explains why yielding is important. The second one is about the 3ft rule (we’ll talk about that later) and the third one covers RRFBs. You can find all of these on the Facebook page under videos. 



X-Walk Compliance 
= 

Social Norming  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this is a big one: Compliance studies do not only measure our program’s effectiveness…. they are also a great education tool! We publish the average yield percentage at two major intersections, where most Springfieldians will come across them, at least one semi-regular basis. If nothing else, they take note that yielding is a thing now. But chance are, some social norming takes place as they try think if they have been yielding or not.  The billboards along with a press release would often generate media coverage (free education!). One the right, you see a snip of a well done media story that showed how we conduct such “undercover” pedestrian crossings. Between timing of our crosswalk approach and making sure drivers take us as “natural” pedestrians, it takes quite a bit of finesse. And yes, I do my own stunts. 



X-Walk Compliance  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the left, you see one of our quarter annual result graphics.  Our compliance study program includes 6 crosswalk study sites each quarter. Those six sites include two control sites that we study every 3 months and the other four sites are scattered across our city council zones and are only on an annual rotation. We have a group for every quarter and so we study about 20 sites per year. We also post the individual study results at each location, with yard signs. Again, we’re doing some sneaky “social norming” here: The yard sign lets the neighborhood traffic know that somebody is watching this crosswalk and how they are doing with compliance. And no neighborhood wants their sign to read “Less than 10% of drivers yield to a pedestrian”. Only when we started to publicize our study outcomes, driver compliance started to increase. The two years leading up to that point, the Mr. Walker statues were popular with the public, but we did not achieve any behavioral change. The average compliance stayed stagnant at around 25% …TILL we put up the bill boards and yard signs, then that changed. Once we publicly showed that we are tracking crosswalk compliance, drivers started to pay attention. We are currently at 52% average crosswalk compliance. 



SCHOOL EDUCATION: 

SGF Yields brings pedestrian safety to elementary students 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course we couldn’t neglect our youngest traffic participants. SGF yields also brings pedestrian safety to elementary schools. During the 20 min presentations, the speaker uses multiple props and demonstrations to help students remember the essentials. The safety education is wrapped into an engaging superhero theme and the kids receive neon capes when they “graduate”. Multiple worksheets made available to teachers, to help reinforce the learning objectives. 



Training video 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specifically, the program teaches 1st through 3rd graders how crosswalks, traffic signals and such devices work, but  also stresses that items can’t always guarantee our safety. Kids are made aware that sometimes drivers are distracted or just don’t obey the laws. We help the kids understand that it’s important to double check to keep out of harms way. We encourage them to take charge and even stay engaged when they walk with others.  We use the STOP acronym to help them make sound decisions when walking: (Poster on the top right). Stop, Think, Observe, Proceed. When Covid hit and we could not longer visit schools, we made a video that the kids could watch online or in the classrooms. It was scheduled for a Monday and little did I know, it would be quite the production. While I was standing there, trying to rattle off my script, a bee circled me two times and decided to land on my hand. I have kept bees for years and knew not to smash it, but it just decided to point its beehind towards my palm… and stung me! That little … At that point its alarm pheromones where all over me and I got swarmed by bees during the entire production! Before it was all said and done, I had three bee stings. In all my years of bee keeping in shorts and tank top, I never got three stings in a day! Needless to say, this training video is a bit fast paced and I tried to not switch like I am on meth….but to me, it’s exhausting to watch and I would rather poke a hornet's nest than show it you. Sorry : ) 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shifting gears, the educational campaign did well and the public response has been overwhelmingly positive. Here you see some college kids having fun. Diaper banks have dressed him in diapers and during cold spells, extra hats and scarves show up on the Walkers. If we move statues around to get more exposure, we get angry calls from citizens that want their walker back. Mr. Walker started maintaining two twitter accounts and shared safety information. To this day, we don’t know which citizen took that upon themselves. Talk about a wild card! The public has adopted the Walkers, and residents have told us that crossing streets has become easier. And that is exactly what we want. 



Highlighting  
new or improved 

crosswalks 
 

ENGINEERING for Pedestrian Safety 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Springfield’s focus on pedestrian safety has naturally brought forth many projects to improve crossings. As we conducted compliance studies, we came across some locations that needed improvements. Since 2017, we improved or added at least 20 crosswalk locations. I have three examples here. Each new crosswalk is worth a press release to potentially gain earned media, which a powerful way to relate our safety messages to the public. Here you see… measure safety improvement via compliance studies. 



RRFBs 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2020, we added a number of Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons, or RRFBs across town, usually at two-lane roadways with limited sight distance or continuous traffic. The pedestrian activated warning lights are visible to drivers from a long way and that gives drivers more time to slow down when a pedestrian is wanting to cross. Our compliance studies show that yielding gradually improved from less than 10% to 90% or more at 2-lane roadways and to over 60% on 4-lane roadways. Please note that RRFBs are not always the best solution for 4-lane roads. Of course, RRFB installations alone don’t do any good unless you educate the public. Here you see a couple social clips we pushed out online, and a non-slip sidewalk decal. And then there was another animated PSA. Unfortunately, as of this year, compliance has dropped to around 50%. We are not happy about that and working to combat that trend. We think this a result of increasing speeds. 



CROSSWALK EDU-FORCEMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2020, PW partnered with the SPD to bring Pedestrian Safety Edu-forcement to our city. We applied for a grant to fund crosswalk enforcement for Springfield, modeled after NHTSA’s best practices.  Case studies show that the most successful programs around the nation are the ones that stress education with the high visibility enforcement and utilize compliance boards (which we already had those!)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2021, we conducted “Yield Checks” for five months. Enforcement occurred about once a week, each operation was four hours and utilized at least 3 officers on overtime. During the first 3 months, only warnings were given (in the form of educational flyers). After that, citations were written for crosswalk violations. The officers did also address jaywalking if the individual endangered their or someone else’s live. Fines for both citations were set at a minimum of $100. Here in the middle, you see the warning flyer that is given out to any stopped drivers or pedestrians. On the back of this flyer, the applicable city code section is printed. And on the right you see a sign that was put out during the enforcement, ahead of the enforcement site. This gave drivers every chance to not get ticketed. After all, the goal of the high visibility campaign to modify driver habits and gain public support for pedestrian safety. Deploying an “undercover” pedestrian could be seen as “sneaky” otherwise. But since we want to train drivers to look for pedestrians, and not cops, undercover operations are a must. The Crosswalk Enforcement Ahead signs helped balance that perception issue and retain public support. We believe crosswalk enforcement only results in LASTING behavioral change if a community has signed on to the idea of it being a pedestrian safety program, not a money maker. 



Transparency 
  1. Announce locations  
  2. Put a sign out 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each week, we publicly announced the enforcement locations ahead of time, shared photos during the events and later we shared the outcomes. The media did a great job sharing our information, and our facebook following exponentially grew, which gave us a better reach for all our educational posts. All of these steps aim to raise awareness…. and also help counter any accusations of this program being a “revenue generator”. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
During that time, the city-wide average compliance rose to an all-time high of 63% driver compliance at our monitored crosswalks. But in the following quarter, compliance fell back to pre-enforcement levels. Three months of citations, during the covid-type traffic patterns, probably wasn’t enough. However, I am pleased to share that we got another grant for Yield Checks! 



SGF YIELD ACTION GROUP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the enforcement efforts, the SGF Yields Action Group was formed.  This citizen group reviewed and recommended the enforcement sites to make sure the locations are safe for officers and fair for drivers. Group members attended “Yield Checks” during the 3 month “warning phase” where they cheered to yielding drivers as positive reinforcement. We found that the vast majority of drivers were supportive, indeed, the people that yielded were beaming with pride, waving and honking as they drove by the cheering squad!  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year, the action group also helped launch Springfield’s first lantern walks in partnership with two neighborhoods. October is national pedestrian safety month and so this event combines safe walking with traffic safety education. There were multiple stations along the 1.8 mile walk where young and old would learn how drivers and walkers can help keep each other safe. Parents were encouraged to use the event to practice safe walking with their kids. We partnered with the local school’s art teachers to send kids home with homemade lanters and event flyers. Our vision for Springfield and beyond, is that on the first October weekend, families will build lanterns and go on a stroll though their neighborhood, visiting with neighbors and learning about safe walking and driving. This year, we have a few more neighborhoods wanting to join and the mayor will hold a form proclamation for pedestrian safety month. 	



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another event SGF Yield sponsored was the first Crossing Guard Appreciation Day in Springfield. I am embarrassed to say this, but we had NO idea what it meant to be a crossing guard till Covid hit and all of us in public Works had to stand in, rain or shine, for two years. Now we know. We worked with Springfield Public Schools to get parents and teachers and to connect with their crossing guard. We felt it’s most important to build a relationship between the guards and the schools. We honored the guards with the longest employment (14 years) and zero absences. Principals were encouraged to come out and meet their guards and give them a thank you card (Just had to STOP to thank you) and any gifts the kids had made. The community support was overwhelming and the guards were in tears as they told us how parents had reached out for the first time. 



WHAT ABOUT DEADLY MIDBOCK 
CROSSINGS? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are currently working to establish the “pedestrian compliance” piece, because we are getting to appoint where most drivers yield, and we need to shift our focus from driver compliance to ped compliance. Most traffic fatalities occur mid-block, outside of crosswalks. Here is a picture of what they typical fatal crash looks like – it’s not the guy jaywalking downtown with a Starbucks cup in hand. The average victim crosses  arterial streets midblock because to get to goods and services, and chances are, there is no signal nearby. We developed this map that shows goods and services, including shelters and meals, as well as homeless camps. The darker pink shows a higher percentage of households without cars. The yellow symbols show where pedestrians have been struck. In Springfield, the people who are most likely to get struck by a car do not own a car and are not easily reachable via social media or TV. The social norming approach of “do the right thing” does not resonate with families that are unsure where the next meal comes from.So this outreach piece requires an entirely different angle than what SGF Yields has been using. Hence, we have formed the SGF Yields Coalition. This group of local leaders is working with non-profits serving homeless and low-income families to try to understand the risk groups and create a suitable plan. We worked to understand the circumstances that drive people to undertake risky crossings. What we found is, there are so many factors, so many extenuated circumstances that would make any of us undertake risky crossings. People are tired as they are chased away from place to place and walk long distances for meals and shelters, people have physical and cognitive restrictions that do not allow them to assess or maneuver their surroundings appropriately. Crossings are often far in-between and walking people are harassed by motorists, even when crossing when and where they should. We basically came to the conclusion that it would be ridiculous to demand from people to stop jaywalking- the problem goes so much deeper than pedestrian compliance. The educational campaign we’re working on is now no longer focused on discouraging risky crossings, but rather explaining the associated risks to non-drivers and giving tips on to be safer. In the grand scheme of things, we need to push for policy changes and projects, we must start to shorten those distances in-between crossings and make smarter land-use decisions. That is how we get those fatalities down. 



CROSSWALKS IN LOCAL & STATE LAW 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about legislation. You can’t have a comprehensive program without getting involved with policy of some sort. 



In Missouri (and most states), drivers are not 
required to yield unless a pedestrian is 
already in the crosswalk.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Do NOT read)According to most state laws, a person has to be already “IN” the crosswalk to require a driver to yield. The very definition of “crosswalk” is often quite convoluted though. Basically, it’s the area in-between the curbs or in-between the edges of the street, about where the extensions of a sidewalk would be. But -The ramp is not included. I would think, children, the elderly or …anybody on foot should not have to step into the street first - so a car will yield at a crosswalk! Which chances are, drivers will not yield and then you better be quick on your feet! In my opinion this law totally defeats the purpose of a crosswalk.Only very few states and municipalities have taken on the issue, requiring drivers to yield to “approaching” pedestrians or someone showing intent to cross. This includes, Oregon and Maine, Ann Arbor MI, Boulder CO and maybe a handful others. 



3 ft 3 ft 

Presenter
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Our local solution is the 3’ft rule. As of late 2020, our City Code reads that drivers have to yield to a pedestrian in a crosswalk, or approaching or standing at a crosswalk within 3ft. Why did we say three feet and not just require for drivers to yield to folks “at” the crosswalk? That is to avoid driver frustration and to prevent unfair citations. The 3 feet is a small enough area, so close to the street, that people wouldn't just hang out there. Chances are, they are only in that spot if they actually want to cross. This ensures that drivers don’t get frustrated stopping for people that are just lingering at the corner. Yet, 3 feet is big enough, to allow enough room for a wheelchair. We have educated via bill boards and social media. We released another PSA to promote the change.  We placed non-slip sidewalk decals at various crossings (read). And it works: Residents are telling us that they notice a difference, it’s easier to cross a street now since drivers are more likely to stop. 



WHITE CANE LAW 

Presenter
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Even though we are covered under state law, we felt we should have our own version of this important law. It says that a driver has to yield to person with a cane or service dog – no matter where they are at. That’s not a hall pass though to do whatever. The rationale behind that is that blind folks strictly navigate by finding corners to keep their bearings…but if they do cross midblock, it’s because they are either in distress or out of options. So this law is important. Adding this law locally, does not only help raise awareness, but it also reassures our commitment to  increasing safety for all people, of all abilities. We also revised our laws in regard to vehicles turning into or out of driveways and alleys. Police reports showed that there is confusion as to who is at fault when a driver hits a pedestrian on the sidewalk in a driveway. A turning driver that enters or exits the street has to yield to oncoming traffic, and that should also include pedestrians and bicyclists on the sidewalk or in driveways. So amended our local ordinances to make that clear.Without going too much into victim shaming - we would like to curb how the media portraits many pedestrian fatality crashes, but also work with police officers as they deal with pedestrians on a routine basis. For example, there are little known ordinances that allow for wheelchair users to ride in the road, even on busy roads, and pedestrians may walk in the road if there is no sidewalk, on non-arterial roads. We have had instance where a blind lady was hit by a neighbor who was backing up their vehicle. The officer told her she shouldn't have been in street (yet, there were no sidewalks). It gets even more interesting when pedestrians are hit when crossing at an arterial intersection where traffic on the main route is uncontrolled – who is at fault? It’s an intersection, and technically, there is an unmarked crosswalk. Und that’s about as deep as I want to dive into that can of worms for today! 



Within 5 years, driver compliance drastically increased in Springfield. 
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And here is the data. We have gradually doubled driver compliance in Springfield. Of course, every crosswalk sees a different level of compliance, but on average, the City of Springfield is seeing 52% compliance at crosswalks. 



It also appears that the program had an impact  
on local pedestrian crash trends.  
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(read)



WHAT’S NEXT? 

Presenter
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What’s next?  We have been approached by different local and state representative’s about wanting to copy our SGF Yields program. The Missouri Dept of Transportation gave us funding to create a sharable version of the program, so that other communities can adopt this program. The “Safe Across” kit should be available for other communities starting in 2023. It will be a comprehensive resource that offers guidance on for crosswalk placement and assessment, detailed information on how to conduct compliance studies, directions for producing and placing the different signs and statues, access to our educational pieces, info for special events and directions on how conduct crosswalk edu-forcement. The website is not live yet, but www.SafeAcross.com will give visitors an overview of all the different elements of the program and a secure login will be required to access all the resources and program guides. All of this will be available at no charge to communities that want to take their crosswalk safety efforts to the next level. So, lots of things are happening in Springfield and we hope that Mr. Walker and the SafeAcross program will make a difference in many other places as well. 



QUESTIONS? 

mbuettgen@springfieldmo.gov 

Presenter
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Here is my email address. Be sure to follow SGF Yields on Facebook and google SGF Yield’s website for more details. I hope this conference will give you new ideas and networking opportunities. Let us reclaim our roads! Thank you for having me! 
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